
Are You Ready to Master 
Leadership in the 21st Century?

By joining a Conscious Leader Roundtable, you’ll have the opportunity to discover new

ways to lead, while also becoming keenly and deeply aware of yourself, your surroundings

and your impact on the world.

Together we explore questions like:

• How can I evolve as a conscious-minded leader 

in the 21st Century?

• In a competitive environment, how can 

collaboration be effective?

• In this period of rapid change, how 

do I lead calmly, gracefully 

and consciously?

• What role does intuition 

play in my success?

“In the 21st century we 

must navigate the business reality 

differently. We must learn a new way of

leading—consciously. That can be a lonely

path. The power of the Roundtables is that we

tap into the wisdom and experience of our 

executive peers, gaining a new perspective outside

our own reality and a sounding board to help us

look at new ideas, make better decisions, and get

clarity on our challenges through honest feedback.”  

—Casey Sheahan, CEO, Patagoniawww.ConsciousLeader.net



What You Can Expect

Conscious Leader Roundtables consist of eight to ten C-level executives who are on the leading edge of

business leadership through their awareness, integrity, transparency, and genuine empowerment of everyone

in their organization. Participants meet monthly in a safe, confidential, non-competitive environment to talk

about succeeding in the changing business world, share ideas, receive honest feedback, and support each

other’s businesses and personal growth. Meetings are led by professional facilitators and last 

approximately four hours.

Valuable Time Well-Invested

Conscious Leader Roundtable members consistently report

that the value they receive far surpasses both their expectations

and the time and financial commitment of participation.

Imagine having the opportunity to:

• Fine-tune your ideas and business initiatives BEFORE you
present or implement them

• Share your most personal challenges that cannot be aired
in your own business environment in a safe, confidential,
supportive group setting

• Access ideas, inspiration and brainstorming with 
intelligent, conscious-minded professionals who have 
hundreds of years of collective experience

• Receive maximum benefit and
value delivered at every
meeting as a result of 
professional and 
experienced group 
facilitation

“The group offers tremendous power in

thinking, concrete suggestions and 

honest critique, all wrapped in a positive

spirit that’s extremely motivating. It’s

had a huge impact on me personally

and that impact has rippled out to many

constituents of my business.”

—Bruce Polkes, President & 

Co-Founder, IntellaCar

“Some of the most powerful and 

successful business decisions of my 

career have been made through 

presenting the issues to my group and

learning from their experience, 

resources and outcomes… This group 

is invaluable to me.”

—Phil Beakes, 

CEO, Peregrine Insight Group

www.ConsciousLeader.net

Want to find out more? 

Join a group? Start one?

Go to: ConsciousLeader.net

Email: info@ConsciousLeader.net

Call Mark Lefko: 818.706.8588

Conscious Leader Roundtables  


